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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
In his celebrated memoirs on expansion of infinite products, L. J. Rogers 
[ 131 introduced the continuous q-Hermite polynomials H,(x ( q) 
where as usual we define (2; q)n = (1 - A)( 1 - Aq) . . (1 - Aq”- ‘), (A; q)O = 1 
and abbreviate (cr,; q)m (cc,; q)m . ..(ct.; q)e by (a,, CQ, .. . . cc,; q)m. 
* This work was done under the minor research project of University Grants Commission, 
India. 
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Other related q-Hermit polynomials (see Al-Salam-Carlitz [l] and 
Szego [20]) are defined explicitly by 
h,,(.u t q) = i [F] xk, where [I] = tq. q:qii.‘r, (1.2 
k=O , k 5 nk 
is related to the continuous q-Hermite polynomials by 
H,(cos 0) q) = e-"'sh,(e2'H) q). 
Carlitz [7, 3.91 obtained its bilinear generating function (which is also the 
Poisson kernel for h,,(x ) q)) 
f h,Glq)h,(Ylq)~= (-w2; 4L 
(4; 41, (4 a YC x.x qL 
(1.4) 
II=0 
and its generalization (Carlitz [7, 1.41). 
. (xc 4)s (YC 41, 
(-uyf2i 4)r+ i 
(xyt; q)r+, yn-jxmps, 
Carlitz [7, 6.21 also obtained trilinear generating functions for h,(x(q). 
Recently Ismail-Stanton [ 101 and Srivastava-Jain [ 191 derived interesting 
multilinear generating functions for the polynomials h,(x 1 q). Combina- 
torial proofs of some of the results of Ismail-Stanton [lo] were furnished 
by Ismail-Stanton-Viennot [ll]. An interesting alternative proof of (1.5) 
for n = 0 was given by Al-Salam and Ismail [2]. 
Rogers [ 13-151 also introduced the continuous q-Ultraspherical poly- 
nomials C,(x; fl( q) generated by 
whose weight function was found recently [3]. It is easy to see that 
(1.6) 
H,(x 14) 
cI(xm)=(g;q), (1.7) 
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Rogers [ 151 used induction to prove the following linearization formula 
for the continuous q-Ultraspherical polynomials 
min(m'n) (P; q)m-j (Pi 4)n- j (B; 4)i (4; q)m+n-2j 
c,(x~BI4)c"h;814)= 1 
j=o (4; SL-j (4; dn-j (4; 4)j (4; 4)m+n-2j 
(P2qm+"-? q), Cm+n-2j(X. plq) 
ml 
m+n-2/+1; q)j 9 . (1.8) 
Interesting straight-forward proofs of (1.8) were given by Bressoud [ 51 and 
Gasper [S]. The Poisson kernel for the continuous q-Ultraspherical 
polynomials, 
z (cc 4L (1 - 84”) 
n=O (B’; 4)n (1-B) C,(x; B14) CLY; B 14) 1” = K(-% YiB I41, 
where 
. B w,[fit2; b, qtei(e+df), qte-i(e+G), tei(e-+), te’(@-‘); q, 01, 
(1.9) 
where the basic hypergeometric series is defined as 
(r>O or r=O and JzJ < 1) 
and the very well-poised basic hypergeometric series, 
a, q J;;, -4 Jk a,, a2, . . . . a,; 4; 2 
n+34nf2 [ J;;, -&, aqla,, aqla,, . . . . aqla, 1 ’ 
is abbreviated as 
n+3 wn+2Ca; al, a2, . . . . a,; 9; 21, 
was evaluated by Gasper and Rahman [9] from which the non-negativity 
of K,(x,y;/31q) for O<jI<l, -l<q<l, -l<t<l, and -l<x,ytl 
can be read out immediately. It is therefore natural to look for the Carlitz 
type generalization for the bilinear, trilinear, and multilinear generating 
functions, more specifically extension of (1.5) for the continuous 
q-Ultraspherical polynomials C,(x; p 1 q), q-Random walk polynomials 
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F,,(x; u, c 1 y), Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials &(x; a, h, c 1 q) and Pastro’s 
orthogonal polynomials (see [4, 121 for definitions and other properties). 
In this sequel we begin by observing that the above mentioned 
orthogonal polynomials could be obtained from the basic hypergeometric 
polynomial 
Q,,(x;a,blq)= i n [I (a; 4L(b; 41% r x’ r=O r (1.10) 
by specializing the parameters suitably. In Section 2 we obtain the 
following multilinear generating function for the polynomial Q,(x; a, h 1 q) 
-2k+,m,k+,[ 
ax, b, xy, z,, . . . . xy,z,, xz, qrl, . . . . xzkqrk 
Xq,C,Xy,Z,q",...,CkXykZkqrk,d,Z,Xqm',...,dkZkXqmk 
;4,q’+c 
1 
(1.11) 
and discuss its special cases. The multilinear generating functions for the 
orthogonal polynomials @f’(x), Y?‘(x) introduced by Al-Salam-Carlitz 
[ 1 ] are discussed in Section 4. 
2. PROOFS 
We begin this section by proving the generating function 
+f. Zn -Qn+ska, blq) 
n=o (4; 4)n 
= (b, a-=, W; q), a, x, q - ‘; q, xqlb 
(z, xz, W; q)m axz, q’ -“lb 1 . (2.1) 
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Proof of (2.1). In the q-Vandermonde’s summation formula 
(4; q)n+s = q”’ 1 (4-.yY cr; 4), 4’ 
(4; qL+a-r (4; 9)n ;a0 (4; sh (9; 4)n r+, 
multiplying both the sides by z”(ab; q)n+s and summing with respect to n 
from 0 to cc, interchanging the order of summations on the right hand 
side, and evaluating the resulting inner , I& by q-binomial summation 
formula, we have 
f (4, ab; qL+s zn = (abz; qL c (q-‘, qpr; qli 
n=O (4; 4)H (4; q)fY+S-, (‘i 4100 js(J (4; 4)i 
(ah qls+r-,i Zr-jq,+sr 
‘Cab q)s+r-, . 
Multiplying both of the sides of the above expression by [(a, b/x; q)r x’]/ 
[(q, ab; q)r] and summing with respect to r from 0 to co, with some 
manipulation, yields 
.f Cabi qLtrz, 
n=O (4; qL 3’1 
qp”-“, a, b/xc q xqn+,s 
ab ‘I 1 = (abz qL .f(a, b/x; qL(ah q)r+s (z; 4L r=O (4,ab; qL (ah qL+., 
. (,Y.q”)’ 3#1 
Now transforming inner 3d,‘s on both the sides by the formula 
a, c, q-” 
“I[ e 
; 4, Wlac 1 = 9 24, [ “,“J ; 4, q/a], e; n cq e 
which is obtained from the transformation [161, 
a,b,c,q-” 
d, e, abcq’ - “jde ’ ” ’ 1 = (e/c, delab; 4)” 
,I,[ 
da, dlb, c, q-” 
(e, delabc; 4)” d, cq’ -“/e, delab ’ ” ’ 1 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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we have 
s= (ak 4L f (a, b/x; q)r (b; q)p zrxrq”’ 
kq)r ?=O (4; q), (ak q)., + r 
(ah s)x (b; q)., i (0, q -“; q),x’qi 24, 
= (Z; q)x (abz; 4)s j=o (4, q’pslb; q)jb’ 
xzq.‘-i 
summing the innermost *4, by the q-analogue of Gauss’ summation 
theorem [18, p. 2481, we have 
s = (6, b-q”, uxz@; q)m 
(z, bq”, xzq”; q)m 
Transforming the above 3& by a particular case of (2.3) viz., 
we get the required result (2.1). 
However, transforming the 3~2 in the right hand side of (2.1) by (2.4), 
we could also get 
i2n+s(~;u, blq)=(;:‘;;;)m 342 c” 
-s) z, xz 
bz, uxz ’ ” ’ ’ 1 (2.1)’ 3 3 0; 
Proof of (1.11). In Sears [ 173 generalization of well known 
Ramanugan’s ummation theorem r$, (for a = q) 
(et q/b, 4e; qL 291 a, bc 1 e ;q,x 
_ (a, bx, elk q2/e, qlbx; qL 
(elk k/e; 4) m 
= (e, s/e, aqlb, aWe, eqlak qL 
(We, eqlk qL =dl [‘ii;:; 4, eql(lbl], (2.5) 
transforming =q5, on the right hand side by [ 161 
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and then replacing x, b, and e by q1 + * +‘, b/x, and q/x, we get 
1 
(a% 9)?7+, 
Qn+s(x;~ blq) 
= (6 axi 91, 
(x, ab; qlm 
+x 
s+n (a, b/x; 91, 
Cab, l/x; q)m 24, yqb; 9, 91+n+s]. (2.7) 
Multiplying both sides of (2.7) by [z”/(q; q)n] O,+,(y; c, dig) and sum- 
ming with respect to n from 0 to 00, we get (by using (2.1) on the right 
hand side) the following bilinear generating function 
= (b, ax, 4 CYZ, dzq”; q)m f (4- m, G z; q), y’q’ 
(x, ab, z, yz, dq”; q)cc r=,, (4, q1 -“‘ld, CYZ; 41, d 
+ xs (a, b/x, 4 CXYZ, dxzq”; q)m 5 (q-“, c, xz; q)r y’q’ 
(l/x, 6 xz, XYZ, 4”; q)= r=O (4, q1ps14 cxyz; qL J 
ax, b, xyz, xzq’ 
xq, cxyzq’, dxzq 
,;4,41+s . 1 (2.8) 
which in in fact ( 1.11) for k = 1. However, ( 1.11) for k = 2 can be obtained 
by using (2.8) (by first replacing in (2.8) S, m, n, z, y, c, and d by 
s-t-n,, ml, nl, zl, Y,, cl, and 4 and then multiplying by 
CZY(% 4L721 Qn2+m2(Y* ; cl, d2 1 q), summing with respect to n2 from 0 
to co, and following the procedure used in the proof of (2.8)). 
The proof of (1.11) is completed by repeating the above process. 
However, in the proof of (1.11) if (2.1)’ is used instead of (2.1), we get 
the following equivalent multilinear generating function: 
if l2 
n,+ +n,,+s(x;a, blq) k 
“,,..,,nk=O (&qL,+ +q.+s 
n Q,+m,(Y,;cj, djlq) (ui;d,, 
i=, 
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(XYZ2i 9L i (4- *, z, xz; 4L 
= (z, xz, yz, XY? 4)m r-o 
(-Y)‘q- 
r(r- I ~ 2m)/2 
(49 XYZ2i 41, 
zqr, YZ, q ~ s 
.341[ xyz2q’ -l ; 4, xq” 1 
(2.10) 
(using (2.2)) 
(XYZ2i 4)m 
= (z, xz, yz, xyz; 4)E 
.341[ 
xzq’, xyz, q 
xyz2q’ 
(XYZ2i q), 
9 
= J (-3 xyz; 4)j c [I tz, xz, Yz, xYz; 4)mf=o j txYz2; 4)j 
z, xzq’, q--m 
.x s-j341 [ xyz2q’ ;q, Yq” 3 1 
f (4- m, ‘-5 xz; 41, r(r - 1 - 2m 
r=o (4, XYZ2i 4)r 
(-Y)‘q- )/Zx.T 
F 
; 4, (llx)q” 1 (2.11) 
(2.12) 
where (2.11) is obtained from (2.10) by using 
a, b, qp” 
“I[ d 
; q, dq”/ab] = (2)” 3d, [” ‘T’ ‘-“; q, (ab/d)q”] (2.13) 
which is a limiting case of (2.3). Next, transforming the 3#1 of (2.12) once 
again by (2.13), we get the Carlitz’s bilinear generating function (1.5). 
The multilinear generating function (1.11) and (2.9) for a, b, d, , . . . . dk + 0 
and m,=m,= . . . = mk = 0 reduces to [ 19, 3.51. 
Last, we prove the following interesting trilinear generating function for 
Ux 14): 
hn +s(x 14) htt(a I 4) Ub 14) 
(abz’; q), 
= (x, z, az, bz, abz; q)= 
(abx2z2; q)m 
+ xs (I/x, xz, axz, bxz, abxz; q)oj 
‘645 [ 
xz, axz, bxz, abxz, 0, 0 
xq,xzJz, -xzJab,xzJabs, -xz~~q~qL+s 1 
(2.14) 
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Proof oj’ (2.14). Equation (2.7) for a, h + 0 yields 
1 
~~~+swl)=(~~;q)~ 24, 
020 
q,x;Y4 I+,r+$ 
I 
1 
+x,r+A (I/x; q), 
(2.15) 
Multiplying both sides of (2.15) by z”/(q; q), h,(a 1 q) h,(h 1 q), summing 
with respect o n from 0 to co, and using (1.4) on the right hand side, we 
get (2.14) on some simplification. 
3. CONTINUOUS q-ULTR.4sPHEmcxL POLYNOMIALS 
(i) In view of 
Q,(e - *jH; 4 a 14) = (4; qh e -‘““c,(cos 8; a ( q) 
specializing the parameters uitably in (1.1 l), (2.8) and (2.9) reduce to the 
corresponding generating functions of Carlitz’ type for continuous 
q-Ultraspherical polynomials. 
Moreover, (2.8) on setting s = m = 0, replacing c and d by ah/c and c, 
respectively, yields 
f (b, G 4)” zn 
,,=o (9, & q)n 
24, [9,‘:0,:q,xq/b] *4, [q;,n:;;;c;q, yq/c] 
= (b, ax, cz, abyzlc; qk 
(4 x, z, YZ; qL
+ (b/x, a, cxz, abwlc; sJr 6, ax, xz, xyz 
( 1 lx, ab, Xz, XYZ; q) x xq, cxz, abxyzjc 
; 4, 9 
1 
= (cz, byz, aw, abzlc; q)= 
(z, YZ, XYZ, abz; sL 8 W,Cabyzlq; a, c, b/x, YZ, abylc;q, =I 
(3.1) 
(using the Watson’s transformation [ 18; 3.4.2.51). 
Now transforming 8 W, on the right hand side of (3.1) by Bailey’s [6] 
transformation 
8 W,Ca; 6, c, 4 e, f; q, a*q*/bc&fl 
(aq, aqlef, a2q2/bcde, a2q2/bcdf; q),. 
= (aqle, aqlf a*q’/bcd, a*q*/bcdef; q) x 
‘8 W,Ca*dbcd; e,f, aqlk aqlbd, aqlcd; q, ad&i. (3.2) 
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We get 
(cz, cxz, xyz2, axyz, byz, ah/c; q)X 
= (ah, z, xz, yz, xyz, cxyz2; q)m 
. 8 W, [cxyz2/q; c, yz, xyz, czla, cxzjb; q, able], (3.3) 
which for b = c = a, is equivalent to the Gasper and Rahman’s [9, 2.121 
bilinear generating function for 6ontinuous q-Ultraspherical polynomial 
(ii) Next, (3.3) for c=a on some manipulation gives 
= (bq, az, a-=, byz, axyz, xyz2; q), 
(z, ah YZ, xyz, axyz2, ax& q), 
. 8 W7Ca.w21q; a, z, YZ, xyz, ax& q, bl 
_ b (bq, w, axzq, byzq, avzq, vz2q2; qL 
(zq, ab, yzq, wq, aw2q2, axzqlb; q), 
. 8 W7Caxyz2q; a, zq, yzq, xyzq, axe@; q, 61 
= (bq, az, a=, byz, axyz, XYZ*; qlm 
(z, ah YZ, XYZ, aw2, axzlb; qL 
. 8 W7Cwz21q; alq, z, YZ, XYZ, a-Mb; q, &I. (3.4) 
Transforming the 8 W, by (3.2) and substituting b = a, we get the 
Poisson kernel (1.9). 
(iii) However, in (3.4) replacing z by zqj, multiplying by 
(xyz2, q/a; q)i a’b’/(q, axyz2; q)j, then summing with respect to j from 0 to 
co, and rearranging the two series on the right hand side, we get 
= (bq, az, a-=, byz, a-w, xyz2; qL 
(z, ab, yz, xyz, axyz*, axz/b; q) IxI (3.5) 
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Finally, transforming the ?cJ~, on the left hand side of (3.5) by [ 161, 
(3.6) 
we get 
f f (b/a; q)k (a, b; qL (ah 41, + k zn +kWb)k 
k=O n=O (4; qlk (4, ah qL (b; qJn + k 
24, [ ;:-‘“; ; 93 -v/b] 
= (az, a.=, byz, axyz; qjK 
(2, YZ, XYZ, Mb; q)= 
(3.7) 
Replacing y by y/z and equating the coefficients of znym on both the sides 
and using (2.1) for s = 0, we get 
=c (b/a; q)k (a; qL (a; qLkpr (b; q),,-, tab; qL+m-r 
r,kao (4; q)k (4; q), (4; q)n-k--r (4; q),-r (bq; qL+, -or 
(bq; 4) n+m-zr (b; q)n+m-k-2, 
(b; 4) n+m-2r (akq),,, -k-2r’(a’b) 
kXk+r 
which for b = a reduces to the linearization formula (1.8). 
Pastro’s Orthogonal Polynomials 
Pastro [12, 3.11 showed that 
P,(t; c1, p)= 241 
[ 
q42-1’:Y;; 4, t9’3’2’-” 1 
and 
(3.8) 
is a family of biorthogonal polynomials whereas P,(e’“; u, TV) = Q(e i-‘; a, a) 
is a set of orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle with respect o the real 
weight function. 
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Clearly, 
1 
Qn(t; a, PI = - 
(Ai q)n 
Qz(tl&; Bq> A 141, 
where A=q’-I, B=q”-’ 
(i) Equations (2.1), (2.1)‘, and (2.5) yield the generating functions 
for Pastro’s biorthogonal and orthogonal polynomials. Similarly ( 1.11) and 
(2.9) will give the Carlitz type multilinear generating functions. However, 
(3.1) for a = Aq, b = B, and c = A yields the Poisson kernel for the 
biorthogonal polynomials (which for B= A reduces to the Poisson kernel 
for the orthogonal polynomial P,(x; a, a)). 
f (A, B; q)n z" 
n=o (q, A&; q)n 
Pnk a, B) QAY; a, B) 
= (AZ, BYZ, Awq, Byzq; q)m 
(z, YZ, XYZ, AByzq; qL 
.8 W,[AByz;Aq, A, B/x, yz, AByq;q,xz], A=q’-‘, B=q? 
(3.9) 
(ii) Last, (3.8) for a = Aq, b = A, x + e”/& yields the following 
linearization formula for Pastro’s orthogonal polynomial P,(e”; cx, a): 
P,(e”; a, a) P,(e-‘“; a, a) 
(A; 4) n+m-2r (A’q; q)n+m-k-2, (4 q)m (4 41, 
. (4 4) ntmpk-2rq 
(k - r)/2ei.r(k + r - n) 
1 
P ,I+,,-k-2,(eix; a, a). 
Al-Salam-Chihara Polynomials 
Clearly 
409,146 2-4 
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where following [4; 3.371, Al-Salam-Chihara orthogonal polynomials are 
defined as 
(i) Specializing the parameters, (2.1), (2.1)‘, and (2.7) yield the 
generating functions 
.,I&- 
(4; 4L+s Q,+,(x) 
) n 
and 
(ii) Equation (2.8) with suitable parameters gives the following 
Carlitz type bilinear generating function 
g z”(% 4L+s (4; 4h+m 
n-0 (4; 4)n (b/c; 4L+s 
Qn+sk a, 6 cl Q,+,(Y; a,6 c) 
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Similarly (1.1 l), (2.9) will also yield Carlitz type multilinear generating 
functions. Equation (3.13) for s = m = 0, in view of Watson’s transforma- 
tion [18, 3.4.2.51, reduces to the Poisson kernel for Al-Salam-Chihara 
polynomials. 
,, = o c"(blc; s)n 
Q,( x; a, b, cl Q,(Y; a, b, c) r: z"(4; 4)n c 
1 Z -. cA2q ’ (3.14) 
q-Random- Walk Polynomials 
If 
x(a+ l)+ x2@+ l)‘-4a 
cI= 8= 
x(a+ l)- x2(a+ l)‘-4a 
2a 2a 9 
x(c+ l)+ x2(c+l)-4c 
I*= 
x(c+ l)- x2(c+ l)‘-4c 
2c 9 v= 2c 3 
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then q-Random-Walk orthogonal polynomials are defined as [4, 7.141 
(i) Specializing the parameters (2.1), (2.1)‘, and (2.5) give the 
following generating functions 
f p (4; q)n+s F ,(x. a c) 
n=O (q;q), n+A ’ ’ 
(v/B, Z/K zq”/B; 4L 
f Z”+J (4; 4)n + s 
(q’ q) F,, + Sk a, c) 
A = 0 f r* 
= (z/4 ZIPi 4)x 
(z/v, Z/K 4)r 
342 [‘y:“;:;- ‘; 4,4 
1 
(3.16) 
and 
(ii) Suitably specializing the parameters, (2.8) gives the following 
bilinear generating function, by using Watson’s transformation formula 
f (4; q)nzfl 
n=O (a/c; q)c” FAX; a, cl F,(y; a, c) 
(3.18) 
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and the Poisson kernel 
f (4;qL (Zic)“(C+l)-(a+l)q”F(x.a C)f.(y.a c) 
n=o (4c; q)n 
n,, n,, c-a 
I 
.sW7 &;f,~,$,~,~;q,a~~‘zq 
i 1 (3.19) 
4. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS @jll'(x, q) [l] 
Since 
Lt Q,(x; 4 h 19) = q%, 41, 
h-0 
(1.11) and (2.9) reduce to the multilinear generating functions for 
orthogonal polynomials OIp’(x, q) by specializing the parameters uitably. 
Moreover, (2.7) yields the generating function, 
f @; q)n z” @?i ,(x, q) 
n=O (9;4), 
= (ax, AZ; 4)X 
(4 z; 41, 
342 [4u,:.g; 4, q’+‘] 
+ xs (a, h qL ax, xz, 0 
(l/x, xz; 91, 
342[ xq, Ixz ;4,41+S . 1 (4.1) 
Orthogonal Polynomials Y Ip’(x, q) [ 11 
First, we prove the following generating functions: 
(4.2) 
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= ’ 
, (at, axf, q1a.G qlat; q)% l/a, l/ax 
(a2.ut, q/a2xt, q/t; q), 241[ t :qd+g 
s (at, ax4 l/a, l/ax; q15; 
+q (t/q, a2xt, q/a’xt; q)r 
2$h1 [q’a;$y q, ql+‘]. (4.3) 
Proof of (4.2). Following the lines of the proof of (2.1) we start with the 
q-Vandermonde’s summation formula and multiply both sides by 
( _ )” + i- q((n r)(nm r 1) 2rs)/2(at)n to obtain 
.f (C-?q), ( -at)” qcncn ‘)-+2r),2 = (at)’ (at; q)7. 3152 
[ 
4 .‘, q ‘, q/at 
,?=o (4; 4L 
o o ;q,q . 
3 1 
Next, multiplying by (l/a; q), (at)” (ax)‘/(q; q)r, summing with respect o 
r from 0 to co, rearranging the double series on the right hand side, and 
evaluating the resulting inner ,&,, we get (4.2). 
Proof of (4.3). First, transforming the 3$2 of the right hand side of (4.2) 
by C2L P. 370, Eq. (311 
provided a or b or c = q -‘I (n =O, 1, 2, . ..). if only c=q-“, then lec/abl < 1, 
then transforming the resulting 2$, by (2.5) we get (4.3). 
However, in (4.3) replacing s by s+ Y, multiplying by (l/h; q). 
b’y’/(q; q),, and summing with respect to r from 0 to cc, we get a Carlitz 
type bilinear generating function 
= ts (a4 ax4 da-w q/at, yt; q), 
(a2xt, qla2xt, q/t, by& q), 
(at, ax& + qs (t/q, l/a, l/ax, yq; 41m a2xt, qla2xt, byq; 4)X 342 qlat, qlaxt, byqq’lt, Yq ;q,q’+y . 1 
(4.5) 
Following the method of the proof of (4.5), the following multilinear 
generating function can also be written out 
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= t; (at,,axt,,qlaxt,,q/at,,x,t,,t,t2,t,t3,...,t,fk,X2tIt2r.,.rXktltk;q)a 
(a2xtl,q/a2xtl, q/tlT alxlt17 a2x2tlt2, . . . . akxktltk;q)m 
‘2k+ldZk [ 
l/a, l/ax, alxltl, a2x2tlt2, . . . . akxktltk, 0, 0, . . . . 0 
t,, x,t,, t,t,, ..., t,tk,X2f,t2r-~, Xkt,tk 
;4>q’+s 1 
+q 
s a lraxtl, 
( t 
lb& l/ax, qxl, qt2? . . . . qtk, qx2t2, . . . . qXktk; q)rn 
(th a2Xtl, da2xt19 qalxl, qa2x2t2, . . . . qakxktk; q)rn 
‘2k+d2k[ 
q/at,, q/axt,, qalxl~ qa2x2t2, . . . . qakxktk, 0, . . . . 0 
q2/t,, 4x1, qt2, . . . . qfk, 4x2 t2, ‘.., qx, t, 
;q,ql+S . 1 
(4.6) 
The leading term in the asymptotic expansions of the various orthogonal 
polynomials of this paper were discussed in [4]. In a subsequent paper we 
will show how the representations of the polynomials in this paper can be 
used to write their complete asymptotic expansions and multilinear 
generating functions of these orthogonal polynomials on different bases. 
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